Vision-NU (Non-Upholstered) Seat Onsert - Removal/Replacement Instructions
Vision’s seat and back onserts can be easily removed for cleaning, repair or replacement by following these simple steps.
Tools Needed
•

Non-scratching pry tool

Seat Onsert Removal
1

2
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Starting at the front side edges of the seat

Then, pry away the seat cushion onsert to

Pull the onsert forward to disengage the two

cushion onsert, slide a pry tool between the

release two serrated studs from the retainer

washer heads from the smaller opening of the

onsert and the seat frame and rotate.

assembly at each corner.

keyway slots in the seat module, then pull the
seat onsert upward to remove out of the larger
opening.

Seat Onsert Replacement
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Insert the two washer heads into the larger

Push rearward to engage the washer heads to

Next, firmly depress the two serrated studs

openings of the keyways on the seat module.

the back (smaller opening) of the keyways, be

into the retainer assemblies of the seat

sure that the back lip of the seat tucks under

module. Audible clicking will be heard, push

the bottom of the back.

down until clicking stops.

NOTE: Check that all four corners of the onsert are firmly secured to the seat module. If any corner of the onsert is not secured, remove and replace the onsert. Be sure that the washer heads are
fully seated behind and to the narrow end of the keyways in the module. If the serrated studs are not secure and have not made a clicking sound during assembly, check the condition of the
retainer assembly. See Stud Retainer Assembly instructions as required.
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